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Who is Promobot?

Promobot – this is the first on the market, completely self-contained

“live” with a robot character. It is designed to work in areas of high

concentrations of people in which the robot helps people with

navigation, answers any questions, translates promotional materials

and remembers everyone with whom had to communicate.

Promobot attract maximum audience of the advertised product, and

also excludes people from this process, because it works

independently. Suffice it to start the robot, and then the robot will

independently recognize people, to offer them to promote products

and advise on predetermined topics.

Purpose and goal of the system:

– Attracting customers stream;

– Automation of the process of consultation;

– Increase customer loyalty;

– Reducing the risks associated with the human factor.
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The market value of putting robots in the rent is an average of $1 000 per day. Hand over the robots at any

time and earn from $280 for 3 hours!

Equip your trading area of the robot and earn not only to increase permeability, but also on the leasing of its

Promoter Promobot

Make Promobot is your own business



promotional display. On average hour broadcast promotional materials on the robot will bring you from $10!

 

Features

Obtain the most
accurate feedback

from customers

Promobot is unique technology

that allows to get feedback from

the clients in the most accurate

and honest way. The robot

listens to what people say, then

our experts upload all verbal

requests from clients.

(

Increase the speed of
customer service

In order to obtain the necessary

information, client may just ask

the robot a question. Robot

programmed to your product

with smile and pleasure will

advise on any matter, without

any tiredness and breaks.

)

Increase sales

Robot with the unique

appearance can win any

customer. And voice modules

aimed to sell will not allow the

customer to leave with empty

hands.

*

Stand out among
competitors

Robots as employees help to

stand out among your

+

Ability to learn

Do you have a new product or

change in old one? No trouble!

Promobot will easily learn all the

!

Improve customer
service

Promobot is your worker that will

know all your products. It quickly

,



 

 

competitors. Company that uses

high technologies become the

most popular among clients.

necessary data, and our experts

will help it to do this in a short

period.

learns all innovations, and

without any notes will tell the

clients essential information.

How to use Promobot?

Robot-promoter

One of the first robot-promoters was

acquired by the shopping center

“Coliseum” in the city of Perm, where

the startup actually came from. The

 To read the case →-

Robot-administrator

Promobot also works as an

administrator, and in the public service.

A program of the modernization of the

multifunctional center was recently

 To read the case →-

Robot-guide

One of the most interesting

applications of Promobot is a position

in a museum. Digital interactive tour

guide  is one of the factors that can

 To read the case →-
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Gallery

What people say about Promobot?

“We put in the center of promobota immediately after the Christmas holidays
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and January we have worked with the positive dynamics than it is today can not
boast the majority of shopping centers.

On average, in Russia in January, is a drop in traffic in shopping centers by 4%
compared to the same period last year. And we were able to keep the rate at the

same level”
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